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A steady demand for assistance in drafting and revising, and then in implementing labour laws in all parts of the world. 

The forces that drive these demands, however, are the same ones that provoke argumentation and uncertainty about the very basis and purpose of labour law, in both academic and policy debates. Indeed, it is widely agreed that labour law is in crisis. 

Given the ILO’s constitutional mandate, and the policy direction set in the Social Justice Declaration, it is clear that the ILO should contribute to shaping the future direction of labour law, by addressing these critical issues:
The shrinking scope of labour law coverage.
The ability of labour laws to adjust to rapidly evolving patterns of production and employment.
The limited policy space of national labour law frameworks in a globalized world where market forces are the key drivers.
The effectiveness of national labour laws to empower the most vulnerable, and the poorest actors in formal or informal labour markets.
The contribution of labour law frameworks to delivering good governance and the rule of law within Member States.

	Globalization has weakened the foundation of labour law in many respects and the Office is expected to contribute substantively to the debate 	about future possible direction.  




Collective research :
S. Marshall, S. Deakin,  K. Kolben, P. Benjamin, K. Sankaran, Ergon, E. Marin, K. Pistor

Promoting Decent Work: The Role of Labour Law
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Rethinking Labour Market Regulation Along Development Friendly Lines




A New Analytical Template for Evaluating Labour Law

Drawing on the Labour Regulation Index developed by the Cambridge Center for Business Research 
(Simon Deakin)

Objective: Capturing more accurately labour regulation’s contribution 
to economic and human development 

costs and benefits of labour regulation; 
conditions for regulatory initiative to be effective;
interdependence  with labour market institutions 

Labour Law has 3 main roles: 


 

Correcting market outcomes


 

Constituting the market 


 

Limiting the market
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Theoretical perspectives on the relationship of labour law to labour markets + Empirical evidence on the impact of labour regulation

Deakin argues that labour law regulation has a ‘market constituting’ role in addition to ‘correcting’ market outcomes (where they lead to negative externalities) and ‘limiting’ the market (where this is seen as societally desirable regardless of economic arguments). Distinguishing between these three functions can be helpful in identifying how labour law contributes to economic and social goals. 

The market constituting role tends to get underplayed by critiques of labour law which, mistakenly, view the market as self-equilibrating. 

Labour law rules have coevolved – that is, developed in parallel – with certain economic and political institutions. For example, certain norms on the contract of employment and worker representation grew up alongside developments outside the law in the form of the business enterprise and collective bargaining. The growth of democracy (or, to be more precise, universal suffrage) is also associated with the emergence of labour law rules (because democratic political structures helped to create the coalitions which pressed for labour law reforms). Thus the answer to the question of how labour law can facilitate development depends on the state of economic and political development in the particular context considered. A certain level of economic development is probably a necessary precondition for a functioning labour law system; certain labour law rules may well be inappropriate for developing systems (such as strict employment protection statutes). However, there is also evidence that certain types of labour law rules can be highly effective in stimulating development and do not depend on the prior existence of mature economic institutions. Social insurance systems are an example of this: early forms of social insurance developed alongside and, in some cases, preceded industrialisation in Western Europe.
Labour law rules and social protection systems are more often complements than substitutes. For example, employment protection legislation complements social insurance by helping to stabilise the tax base for contributory regimes. The process can work in reverse: “dualist” or segmented employment protection regimes tend to go hand in hand with means-testing and targeting in social security.




Analytical template based on 
4 evaluation criteria 
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The aim of this final part is to set out considerations which could guide the evaluation of labour law systems in various national contexts. The objective is to identify general criteria which can then be applied, in a more concrete form, in the context of the experience of particular countries. Four criteria are suggested: incentive compatibility, systemic fit, context dependence, and inclusivity of governance.

The criterion of incentive compatibility is not meant to imply that labour law regulations must be tailored to the model of economic behaviour in a perfectly competitive market. Rather, it is based on a recognition that labour law rules operate in market settings in which the behaviour and expectations of the participants will be guided to a certain degree by pragmatic or locally situated conceptions of economic ‘rationality’. Thus, institutions must be designed to operate in a way which does not invite their destabilisation through, for example, free-riding or destructive competition. As we have seen, labour law institutions generally operate as imperfect or contingent solutions to coordination failures. This implies that they are not necessarily stable and can be undermined by regulatory shifts which allow or condone prevailing norms to be waived. Examples of the way in which perverse incentives can undermine otherwise viable institutional mechanisms can be found are the cases, considered above, where social insurance schemes create incentives for moral hazard on the part of employers and governments (problems which tend to get much less attention than the converse risk of defection on the part of workers). Similarly, systems which allow broad exemptions for certain classes of organisation or particular types of work relationship also create incentives for strategies based on rule avoidance which represent a deadweight loss to society. These considerations imply a role for the comprehensive coverage of different types of work relationships in the design of employment protection laws, in contrast to the formal legal division of work forms which is characterised by the differential treatment of part-time, fixed-term and agency work.

The criterion of systemic fit implies that labour law systems should be evaluated on the basis of how far they work in conjunction with other regulatory mechanisms and with their economic and political environment. The introduction of a labour law mechanism, such as social insurance, in a context where complementary institutions are missing (such as collective wage determination in some form or another) or where related features of the wider political environment are not present (such as effective state apparatuses capable of collecting and ring-fencing social security contributions) is likely to be unsuccessful. The criterion of systemic fit involves a recognition that factors such as legal origins may make a particular mechanism either appropriate or inappropriate in a given country context. Thus it is not surprising to find that French-origin systems make use of constitutionally- or legislatively-defined social rights provisions in their labour law regimes, or that German-origin systems provide for employee representation in the form of codetermination, but that these legal mechanisms are not normally found in common law systems.

The third criterion, context dependence, requires that regard be paid to the economic conditions in which labour law rules are expected to operate. This refers in particular to different states of economic development and to the degree of wage dependency (in the sense of the availability of alternatives to wage labour) in a given country. There may be a case for considering, in a developing country context, the introduction of social insurance as a foundational labour market institution capable of stimulating economic growth and supporting labour market participation.   It may be the case that social insurance is best primarily introduced as an industry-specific or region-specific measure, rather than a national one, allowing for its legitimacy to be established, to begin with, in localised or industry-specific contexts where consensus on the nature and extent of schemes may be easier to establish.

The criterion of inclusivity of governance indicates the role which can be played by mechanisms of participative decision-making, including both social and civil dialogue, in legitimating labour market regulation. This is based on a recognition that labour law institutions, even when they can be shown to have a net positive effect in terms of economic welfare and societal well-being, will involve distributional compromises, and that they are likely to work best when all groups affected by their introduction are involved in the process of policy formation.




Next steps

• Pilot testing the analytical template & the 
detailed “check-list” in a few countries

• Finalizing a labour law assessment tool 
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